TaxJar Integration

**AUTOMATICALLY INPUT TAX RATES OBTAINED FROM THE TAXJAR SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE INTO ACUMATICA. INTEGRATION IS SEAMLESS. INTERACTS WITH BOTH SALES AND INVOICES. SUPPORTS ECOMMERCE EDITION.**

TaxJar provides a sales tax database for merchants and developers and is incorporated into multiple business systems. **Developed in partnership with AcuCode**, the Advanced Solutions TaxJar plug-in provides real-time integration to the TaxJar database -- for Acumatica sales orders (including those input via the Ecommerce Edition) and invoices.

**TaxJar Costs 3 to 4 times less than comparable solutions**
- Plug 'n Play deployment, designed for rapid implementation
- Seamless to users
- Supports moderate to high transaction environments

**By Automating the Sales Tax Capture users save time, money and effort**
- Inputs sales tax based on precise geo-location
- Maintains latest sales tax rates for specific jurisdiction boundaries
- Automatically considers hundreds of thousands of taxability rules

**TaxJar Advantages Include:**
- Centralize tax settings, tax accounting, and tax reporting.
- Maintain a complete audit trail of all tax related transactions.

**Configurable for Sales Tax on Material, Service and Freight Sales**
- Utilizes Out-of-Box Acumatica Set-ups
- Compatible with existing Acumatica Reports regarding Sales Tax

**Written in the Acumatica xRP Platform/Framework (Microsoft .NET Visual Studio)**
- 100% Acumatica. Seamless to the application and database.
- Upgrade compatible.

**KEY BENEFITS**

- Allows Acumatica ERP To Access The Lowest Cost Sales Tax Data Base
  - Dramatically lowers Acumatica User’s Operating Costs
  - Lowers “Bar” to Replace Manual Maintenance of Tax Tables in Favor of Automated Solution
  - Avoid dual, manual entry errors

- Database Maintains the Latest Sales Tax Rates
  - Maintains record of all US Taxable Jurisdictions.
  - Automatically inputs data for Sales Orders, Shipping and Invoices

- Inputs Sales Tax Data In Real-Time
  - Using xRP to configure API for Tax Jar
  - Information flows in real time seamlessly between Acumatica and TaxJar
  - Software updates are implemented automatically
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**TaxJar Integration at Sale and Invoice**

The integration of TaxJar with Acumatica provides automated tax reporting and filing at the sale and invoice stages.

**Calculate Tax for Thousands of Jurisdictions**

The Acumatica ERP system allows for the calculation of tax for thousands of jurisdictions, ensuring accurate tax compliance.

**THE ACUMATICA ERP DIFFERENCE**

Acumatica delivers a full suite of integrated business management applications unlike any other ERP solution on the market today.

**STREAMLINE OPERATIONS**

Manage your business more efficiently:
- Automate processes
- Control workflows
- Access the system from anywhere on any device—including mobile
- Promote collaboration with all-inclusive user licensing

**ADAPTABLE SOLUTION**

Add and extend:
- Deploy in-house or in a private or public cloud
- Easily configure your solution to fit your needs
- Add capabilities such as CRM or data visualization at any time
- Extend to other solutions and applications beyond ERP

**YOUR BUSINESS ACCELERATED**

Get a single version of the truth:
- Accelerate business performance and make smarter decisions with automated processes, real-time data collection, financial analyses, and forecasting
- No per user pricing – system scales as your business grows
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